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POOR ECONOMICS argues that so many anti-poverty policies have failed over the years because of 
inadequate understanding of poverty. The battle against poverty can be won, but it will take patience, careful 
thinking and willingness to learn from existing evidence. Banerjee and Duflo are practical visionaries whose 
meticulous works offer transformative potential for poor people around the globe, and are a vital guide to 
policymakers, philanthropists, activists and any individual who cares about building a world without poverty.

Global poverty should no longer be viewed as a single amorphous hassle; rather it should be seen as the 
blended result of many discrete issues.

It’s often assumed that drastic political reforms are vital to clear up massive troubles. However, changing a 
political group may be very tough or impossible. Instead, consider that substantial policy enhancements can be 
made in the margins of present institutions, which might also in turn lead to better basic institutions, mainly so 
if the new rules bring about small wins and increase agree with in present governments. Greater consider in a 
central authority permits it to awareness less on citizens’ immediately approval and greater on lengthy-term 
profits. Small, non-debatable adjustments could have large effects.

Governments exist to clear up issues that the market isn't able to. While there are many instances of 
inefficiency, inadequacy, or corruption, even mediocre rules (including imperfect, rigged elections or no 
elections at all) can catalyse full-size development. Still, each time feasible lazy thinking in policy design (being 
constrained by using lack of know-how, inertia or ideology) should be averted.

In conclusion, the authors document five key findings. “The negative frequently lack critical pieces of statistics 
and agree with matters that are not authentic. The terrible bear too much responsibility for his or her very own 
lives (for the rich, the right decisions are regularly automated). There are appropriate reasons that some 
markets are missing for the terrible, or that they face detrimental charges in them. Poor international locations 
aren't doomed to failure due to the fact they're poor, or because they have had an unfortunate history. 
Expectations about what humans are in a position or not able to do all too often emerge as turning into self-
pleasing prophecies.”

What does the future hold for us? 

Smog filled skies and poison cars 

Can I ever show my children, the beauty of the sunset at the ending of the day 

Our planet earth is warming up slowly and steadily. In these coming years, global warming would be the 
greatest threat to humanity. The climate change is a connected system, it’s impact are felt everywhere. Among 
the most important climate change impact is the economic change . 

Studies show that due to climate change, an improvement is seen in the economic front. However the benefits 
to these changes are limited only for the shorter run ,in the long run the advantages are predominantly 
negative .Estimates show that the measures taken to combat the global climate change are a golden opportunity  
for ensuring sustainable development and economic growth in the shorter run. As explained by the World 
Commission, adopting ambitious climate measures may generate profits up to 26 billion by 2030. 

An increasing number of studies and activities shows that green house gas emissions are the biggest mistake 
that the world market has ever seen. In short run we need to invest approximately 2 percent of the global GDP 
to negate the impact of this climate change. 

The most vulnerable sector to climate change is the agriculture sector. Agriculture makes up a fairly large 
portion of the Indian economy. Agriculture in India contributes approximately 20 percent of the total GDP and 
52 percent of employment. It is estimated that significant negative impacts in the medium term that is 
2010-2039 ,the yield is expected to be reduced by 4.5 percent and in the longer run if the same conditions 
continue the yield might reduce up to 25 percent . The negative impact on agriculture is likely to have a serious 
impact on the condition of poverty in our country. The implication is that, adverse effect of climate change 
could slow down the pace of poverty reduction in our country. Overall, in the agricultural sector adverse 
conditions in climate change could make it difficult for the farmers to produce good crops with a good yield. 
This could make it difficult to raise animals and catch fish. 

CLIMATE CHANGE AND ITS IMPACT ON THE ECONOMY
             Sharmishtha Banerjee (B.A. Economics Honours)  
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Gender inequality has been a major issue in the world for centuries. People are being discriminated on the basis of caste, colour, religion, etc. But the 
most common one is gender discrimination. Many people hold this orthodox belief that women are born to do household chores and men are supposed 
to do the productive work to earn money. This issue requires serious attention for the growth and development of any economy. We will address some 
surprising facts about gender inequality and the measures that can be used to avoid the same." Women are 47% more likely to suffer severe injuries 
in car crashes because safety features are designed for men.” In a 2018 study of more than 45,000 crash victims over 11 years, researchers from the 
University of Virginia found women drivers were much more likely to be injured in a car crash than men. They said that this was because car safety 
features had been designed for men. The positioning of head restraints, as well as women’s shorter height, different neck strength and musculature, as 
well as their preferred seating position, meant that they were more susceptible to injury.  
According to a survey, About 33,000 girls become child brides every day. Globally, 12 million girls each year get married before the age of 18 - 
roughly 33,000 every day, or one every two seconds. There are some 650 million women alive today who were child brides. The reasons behind it vary 
between communities, but it’s often because girls are not valued as highly as boys and marrying them off at a young age transfers the ‘economic 
burden’ to another family.While Women in rural parts of Africa spend 40 billion hours a year collecting water.In rural parts of sub-Saharan Africa, 
lack of services and infrastructure, combined with an expectation of household duties and limited employment opportunities for women, results in 
women shouldering an unequal burden of gathering water and wood for their families.  
"Only 6 countries give women equal legal work rights as men."The World Bank’s recent Women, Business and the Law report measured gender 
discrimination in 187 countries. It found that only  
Belgium, Denmark, France, Latvia, Luxembourg and Sweden scored full marks on eight indicators - from receiving a pension to freedom of movement 
influencing economic decisions women make during their careers. A typical economy only give women three-quarters of the rights of a man in the 
measured areas. About 22% of AI professionals are women - and it could be down to lack of confidence.According to the Forum’s Global Gender 
Gap report, only 22% of the world's AI professionals are female, compared with 78% who are male. This accounts for a gender gap of 72% yet to close 
– and also reflects the broader STEM skills gap. In 2015, just 14% of women starting university in OECD countries chose science- related subjects, 
compared with 39% of men. The 2018 PISA report found even high-achieving girls underachieved when they were asked to ‘think like scientists’. Girls 
were less confident at solving science and math problems and reported higher levels of anxiety towards math. In a study of students at Cornell 
University in 2013, psychologists found that women rated their scientific abilities lower than men, even though they performed roughly the same in a 
quiz. It will take about 108 years to close the gender gap according to Economic world Forums most recent study!  
The researchers said:  
“Women might disproportionately avoid scientific pursuits because their self-views lead them to  
mischaracterize how well they are objectively doing on any given scientific task.”  
Gender equality and sustainable development are linked to each other; as we know that gender equality in any country would lead to growth of the 
economy and better cultural practices. Both men and woman would then be able to work efficiently and productively in a prosperous environment. In 
my opinion,there is only one solution to gender discrimination. We just need to change the mindset of the biased and narrow-minded people and make 
the atmosphere in the society more harmonious by adopting and adapting to fair practices in our lives.  

THE ANALYSIS

A ROAD TO DEVELOPMENT: PRESENT CHALLENGES AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
                                                                                                                                                              Sulakshana Rao (Faculty)

India’s journey to development post-independence has been a road full of hurdles yet optimistic. Shaping the very future of Indian economy was a 
herculean task given the structural distortions and resultant distress. Contemporarily, the concept of “Economic planning” entered (1950s) the 
domain of Indian economy for making major economic decisions. Even then, the structural and macro-economic instability slowed down the 
growth trajectory. It was during the 1990s that the historic step of “Economic reforms” which entailed unshackling the economy to boost the 
aggregate demand and supply was taken. Although the LPG reforms have led the economy to a higher growth trajectory, it has been often observed 
to be not inclusive enough. Achieving distributive growth was a major challenge.  

Currently India, the sixth largest economy in the world, with a GDP of $2.93 trillion (2019) is a major growth engine in global economy. Although 
the favorable demographic has massive economic potential (median age of 31 projected for 2030), to unlock and harness its benefits, skill 
development and job creation is a major challenge. India needs to call for action to add-on tangible employment ensuring skills as well as to contain 
the rural-urban job disparity. Socioeconomically inclusive progress of rural population is another task to tackle which is cemented by limited 
financial and infrastructural connectivity. Bridging the multi-level rural urban divide is quintessential for the future. Another point of consideration 
is ‘Healthy citizens are the greatest asset any country can have’. Improving the quality of life is a major challenge ahead of us. Traffic and pollution 
in urban areas alongside the unmet needs of essential services like food, water, sanitation, health services prevalent in rural areas are key issues at 
macro level along with long-standing red-tapes. Degradation of air-water-land is another threat that the nation needs to tackle urgently. A 
participatory approach is demanded for addressing the afore-mentioned pressing challenges.  

From future prospective outlook, we have game-changing opportunities ahead of us. Young- demographics is one to begin with. Entrepreneurship at 
grass-root level, Make in India for Indians offer opportunities to invest in job-creating ventures. Harnessing the human resource potential and 
leading the technology wave, there is immense scope for India in the field of artificial intelligence, ANN, big data analysis. Finally, ‘The best judge 
of whether or not a country is going to develop is how it treats its women’. Radically unlocking the potential of women will pave way for adding at 
least 10% to the GDP. Bridging the gender gap through education and financial independence are necessary to ensure gender parity of largest 
potential economic forces in India.  

For any country challenges are overawing, but success lies in harnessing the potentials from these challenges and turning them to future prospects. 
Policy makers ought to focus on facilitating the stakeholders to invest on the opportunities to make the road to development a smooth one. 

 ILLUSTRATING THE ISSUE OF GENDER IN THE ECONOMY
                                                                                                                  Samkit Jain (B.A. Economics Honours) 
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THE ANALYSIS

Human resource is a country's greatest asset. It is the citizens that play a pivotal role in its development and the government usually does everything 
in its power to provide facilities to its people. Many countries like Italy and Norway have universal healthcare systems, wherein the healthcare is 
covered largely by the taxation received by the government. But the scenario is different in India. India has allowed both, public and private sectors 
to join hands and commensurate their participation in healthcare, but only the private sector is predominantly found to aid. Moreover, in the year 
2015, only 288 million people out of a massive population of 1.33 billion were covered under health insurance. The sole reason promulgating the 
growth and visibility of the private sector is the inefficient, insufficient and the impoverished facilitation by majority government hospitals among 
other state of the art equipped hospitals, but brimming with patients. Amidst the lack of facilities at the public healthcare centers, it is these private 
sectors that maximize their gains. The Rich has an easy access to these hospices and other premier medical institutions as they are much more 
financially backed and capable than the indigent. The private hospitals are extremely well maintained which has helped India to generate income 
through medical tourism wherein people from other countries come to get their treatment done. The irony is, the land which is famous for its 
medical tourism in the world, happen to be the same place where it’s high-quality healthcare becomes unaffordable and inaccessible for its own 
bulk population. But that's not it. The Indian government has been working towards it's health care system. For instance, the Pradhan Mantri Jan 
Arogya Yojana plans to make secondary and tertiary healthcare completely free of cost. The  Yojana’s beneficiaries are to get an e-card that can be 
used to avail services at an empaneled hospital, irrespective of it being public or private, anywhere in the country. The insurance cover is for Rs. 5 
lakhs. In contrast, the Government of Delhi has come up with its own Mohalla clinics. These clinics provide free health-checkups and medicines, 
thereby making public healthcare more affordable and accessible. The government has successfully set up 450 such clinics. These clinics have 
helped people, who used to neglect their health and only visit a doctor when they feel unwell but now as the clinics are becoming free and 
accessible, they have started visiting these centers for regular check-ups and flu-like symptoms, thus identifying early signs of any serious illness 
while avail medication for the same to obviate distress and additional expenditures later. Though there has been a decent improvement in the 
healthcare system over the years, there is still plenty of room for improvement focusing mainly at our friends with a poor background, considering 
the size of India’s population. We need more of these Mohalla clinics to be started, funded and supported by the Ayushman Bharat Yojana Scheme 
covering a bigger population in the coming future. 

                                          WHEN COVID-19 INFECTS ECONOMY 
                                                                                    Tamanna Kapur (M.A. Applied E) 

Human Resource is an integral part of any economy and to ensure its proper functioning, it is important to take its good care. Contagious diseases 
and associated mortality remain a significant threat throughout the world. The health risks of outbreaks and epidemic, and the fear and panic that 
accompany them lead to loss of life and health and consequently gives rise to various economic risks.   

Recently, the entire world is suffering from the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak. Ben May, head of Global Macro Research at Oxford 
Economics, in one of his reports said, “From an economic perspective, the key issue is not just the number of cases of COVID-19, but the level of 
disruption to economies from containment measures”.   

In order to protect more and more population from the virus, the government promoted quarantine and as a result schools, colleges, malls, 
restaurants and other businesses have been shut in various places. The impact of this has been seen in different sectors. While sectors such as 
tourism, aviation, hospitality and trade will face the first brunt of pandemic due to fall in demand because of the severe travel, assembly and activity 
curbs imposed by the governments across the world, sectors such as consumer durables, automobiles and pharmaceuticals will feel the brunt due to 
supply constraints. The “supply side contagion effect” will impact manufacturing, agriculture and the pharmaceutical industries, said Bornali 
Bhandari, an economist at the National Council of Applied Economic Research. 

Apart from this, the direct impact has been faced by the working class. While most of the employees in the formal sector enjoy the facility of work-
from-home, workers in the informal sector do not have this luxury as they receive their incomes on the daily basis or most of them are involved in 
human labour which cannot be performed away from the workplace.  People living in or near the poverty line often lack disposable income and 
cannot easily stockpile food. Hunger, malnutrition, pneumonia and other forms of health-related jolts and stresses multiply the vulnerability to the 
virus. The privileged section of the society, on the other hand, indulges in panic stocking of food and other essentials leaving the old and vulnerable 
sections to suffer.  

We as part of the privileged classes need to think of others as well, in times of distress and avoid unnecessary hoarding of food, and ensure that 
these are available to the poor and less immune sections of the society. Urban slums which are the hotspots for the spread of disease, and thus there 
is a need to target these areas of extreme poverty through health intervention programmes alongside other forms of sustainable development. This 
would offer a longer-term solution to prevent the spread of future outbreaks and reducing hardships. Limited safety nets among low-income 
sections reinforce the need for decent employment standards to offer protection for the most vulnerable workers.  

All this, highlights a critical need to situate the response to the coronavirus within wider risk-informed development strategies, to ensure the 
inclusion of those furthest behind, who may otherwise face the worst effects of the pandemic. We should rather circumspect in helping those who 
are helping the society to fight the disease. 

 THE NEED FOR A MORE EFFICIENT HEALTHCARE SYSTEM IN INDIA  
                                                                              Ninjay Mewar (B.A. Economics Honours)

https://www.odi.org/publications/11314-risk-informed-development-crisis-resilience
https://www.odi.org/publications/11314-risk-informed-development-crisis-resilience
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         DEMOGRAPHIC DIVIDEND: HIGHLIGHTING INDIA’S GROWTH POTENTIAL                
                                                                                           Udita Chaudary (B.A. Economics Honours)                                                                         

Women’s participation in economic growth has been a rationalized topic under discussion.  India’s growth rate has accelerated way better than it 
used to be in previous years but same cannot be concluded about women’s participation in economic development. Between the years 1994 and 
2012, around 13 million people broke through poverty line. The acknowledgement for this break-through goes to the male workforce whose 
participation in the economy increased to 79% compared to just 25% of female workforce. The number would definitely be much higher than 13 
million if the same level of augmentation was seen in female workforce.  

 According to statistics, in year 2012, the working percentage of women was 27%. The disheartening fact is that between year 2005 and 2012 
around 20 million women dropped out of the working force and chose to sit at their homes. These 20 million women can form a separate country 
like Sri Lanka. The entire population of Sri Lanka is equivalent to the number of women dropped out of working population from 2005 and 2012. 
This caused a huge loss to the Indian economy which could have been turned into economic growth if these women continued to work.   

Even after the country has witnessed rapid urbanisation in its way, it hasn’t seen much of a change in the working population of women in cities 
and towns however the irony is that, though the draining out of women from rural areas to urban areas increased much more in past few years than 
what was expected. Women giving up their jobs can be affected by multiple causes two of such causes can be lack of public and road safety. Not 
having a safe and reliable transport system acts as a hindrance in encouraging women to work outside their homes. Even after provided with 
reasonable pay women will not work because of unsafe working and travelling environment.                                                                                

World bank in order to foster economic growth in the nation provided $3 billion dollars in the past 15 years to support state government in cause of 
empowering rural villages. They were able to achieve this objective through the creation of self-help groups. This investment helped rural women 
to learn skills of entrepreneurship ultimately achieving development in service sector. Many amongst them rose to greater heights and are now 
capable of sustaining their lives by themselves. According to world bank this is the evidence of proper implementation of policies and allocation of 
money. World bank is majorly focusing on the states like Jharkhand where educating a girl is still a taboo. The bank by providing mentoring 
services and educational facilities is ensuring that females not only become self-dependent but also are able to find good paying job.  

India’s rank in the female labour force participation is one of the lowest and ranks 120 out of 131 countries. Gender biasness is invariably very 
high. At 17% of GDP, the economic contribution of Indian women is less than half the global average, and compares unfavourably to the 40% in 
China. 

Even after all sorts of government interventions in order to encourage women like providing them with childcare facilities, transport facility, the 
number of drop outs have been high maybe due to family pressure. Making women realise their potential and that they are no less than men in 
any field will instil a feeling of belief in themselves and helps them to embark on their journey. The old school thinking of women being 
considered less valuable than those of boys or in other words outdated legislations needs to go through reforms.  

      THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
                                                                            Keerthana Vineed (B.A. Economics Honours)

A common grouse in India is that we are slow in making reforms, adaptations, and changes. However a slow pace makes reforms less prone to 
committing truly egregious errors. India from the past 50 years is reluctant to the idea of family planning and no amount of slogans has helped 
change their mindsets. Because of such rigidness, the demographic profile of the nation is at stake increasing the dependency ratio. 

The basic idea, according to economist Julian Simon, about population is that: “As the population increases, so does the stock of creative and 
innovative human capital.” The idea completely forgets the formation of a vicious circle of the increased old-age population of the people in the 
future, which ultimately will increase the dependency ratio thereby increasing the pressure for earning on the youth which may or may not be able 
to handle such dependence.

This generation has created a large amount of talented and innovative youth who are capable of accelerating economic development but their major 
portion of income is spent on the social cost of the dependent population. If this portion of income is saved, such savings create additional capital 
for investment across the economy. 

The heads of European countries have begun to worry about the falling productive population. The fear is visible in the statement made by former 
French president Jacques Chirac: “Europe is vanished, our countries will be empty, old people, living in old houses, ruminating about old ideas.” 
The condition of European countries is quite contrary to that of India. Developing countries like India too, are facing an increase in the dependency 
ratio however the advantage here in India is that the working population is increasing at a much faster rate to compensate the dependency ratio. In 
2020 the expected rise of India is projected to have an additional of forty-seven million workers almost equal to total world shortage giving India 
an edge in terms of a potential market of laborers for the countries of Europe, which are facing a shortage of working class. 

An increment in population does not always mean a threat to economic development however, an uneven increase in population and disturbing 
demographic dividend can raise the question of increasing dependency ratio and a lower working population. Therefore it is important for any 
economy especially the Indian economy which is at the developing stage, to carefully supervise the demographic dividend so that the non-working 
age share of the population should not rise more than the working population of the country which is a hindrance in the economic development of 
the nation.
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FUN

  CARTOONING

 RENITA S. MATHEW 
(BA ECONOMICS HONORS)

      CROSSWORDS

                                                                 YOUTH & SOCIETY                  
                                                                                                      Ann Melissa Mathew(B.A, Economics Honours)

In  this  issues,  we  would  elaborately  discuss  about  the  concept  of 
Developmental economics. To start with, I would take up the existence and 
contribution of youth to the society. Youth is integral to any society because 
the youth of a Nation forms the backbone of it’s Economic activities hence 
decides  it’s  level  of  development.  Development  Economics  deals  in  the 
developmental aspect of the economy, and youth, without a doubt is it’s 
lifeline. 

In the present day, around 2.9 billion people lie in the youth category, yet 
500 million continue to remain un/under employed. There is an urgent need 
for policies and laws which invest in these young talents and sharp minds 
and provide them with employment opportunities that they actually deserve, 
by helping them reach their potential. It is highly believed that the work will 
reach  an  unexpectedly  high  position  if  most  of  the  talents,  skills  and 
capabilities are extracted out of the young minds. 

Empowering and promoting women laws of education, health, equal rights; 
child  laws and rights;  like  Child  Labor  Act,  Right  To Education (RTE), 
Equal Remuneration Act, etc directly or indirectly promote or enforce youth 
development. 

We all are familiar with Sanna Marin, a Finnish Politician, who went on to 
become the world’s youngest Prime Minister. Being a woman, she has put 
forward her best efforts in efficiently 

running  the  government,  which  is  mixed  in  nature,  but  it’s  highly 
industrialized with low crime rates. 

This clearly proves the benefits of investing on Youth, which is the most 
efficient human capital, which is deprived of investments and opportunities 
it truly deserves. 

1) Finish that reading bucket-list of yours 
2) Re-visit an old hobby
3) Step out of your comfort zone and try something new 
4) Declutter/reorganise your space 
5) Indoor workout/meditate 
6) Do an online course/workshop 
7) Doodle/Draw/Paint 
8) Start a blog/vlog/channel 
9) Help your family out with household chores 
10) Reconnect with old friends via virtual spaces 
11) Spend quality time with your family- Boardgames all the 
way!
12) Learn a language 
13) Do some gardening- bond with mother nature
14) Most importantly, ignore the pressure to be productive 
during lockdown- mental health is important!

THING TO DO DURING THIS LOCKDOWN 

Sakshi (M.A. Applied Economics)
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EVENTS & LIFESTYLE

EVENT HEADLINES

Mr. Manoj Upadhyay, our security guard is one of the oldest employees of Christ Delhi NCR. He 
started his journey at Christ 6 years ago and is grateful to be a part of our University.  

Currently, Mr. Manoj is residing at Modi Nagar, Ghaziabad and is leading a happy married life. He is 
blessed with four children and his eldest daughter is specialized not only in Music (she has a degree 
in Sangeet Prabhakar) but also has done a course in beauty parlour. His duties as a security guard are 
quite commendable as he has rendered 20 years of his life in being part of the security of various 
institutions and banks like ICICI, HDFC, etc.   

According to Mr. Manoj, the best thing about Christ University is the 'Discipline' and for this reason 
he says that he would like to serve this institution till his last breath. He expresses his gratitude to the 
Fathers of our University for their consistent support especially in times of his needs. "Father vastav 
mein father hi hai.....hamare pita samaan hai wo. Hamare saare sukh-dukh mein wo hamara saath 
dete hain." Mr. Manoj tells us, that once, he was granted a loan of Rs 20,000, without any interest on 
it.  

Shoulders burdened with the responsibilities of four children and being the sole earner of his family, Mr. Manojs' current income is insufficient for them which 
forced him to open a shop to sell artificial jewelry. Mr. Manoj shares one of his most memorable experience here - "Mai apne mata-pita k marne k baad yha aaya 
tha. Us waqt father Sunny ne meri kaafi madad ki thi ......Mujhe bahut kuchh samjhaya tha or kuchh bees din ki chhutti lene par bhi unhone kuchh nhi bola tha." 

Mr. Manoj thus, inspires us all to be faithful towards our duties and keep on working hard till we finally reach our destination. 

"Foes are unknown and so our friends; To protect us all he stands under the fog, sun and rain; We flourish because he bears them all; Yes, I have seen him; Yes, I 
have seen the silent god". 

                                                                LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL 
                                                Shubhika Srivastava (B.A. ECONOMICS HONOURS) 

        DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

CHRIST (DEEMED TO BE UNIVERSITY), 

                    DELHI NCR. INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS - sakshi@eco.christuniversity.in

                                     tamanna.kapur@eco.christuniversity.in

                                     mayank@arts.christuniversity.in

HUMANS OF CHRIST

29th February 2020, historic date for CHRIST Delhi NCR Campus, hosted the first inter- 
college university fest “SUNERGOS 2020”. The event was diligently organised. There was a 
soul to it. A zestful day that was vibrant, contagious and exuberant. Cheerful and enthusiastic 
faces, embracing diversity, and the enthusiastic participants. Along with the Christite spirit in 
the air, no stone was left unturned in the successful execution of the zealous event. The fest 
comprised of Three cultural activities namely, ‘Street Theatre’, ‘Music Ada’, ‘Dance Ada’. 
With the gracious participation from some of the prestigious institutes of Delhi such as Jesus 
and Mary College, Shaheed Bhagat Singh of Delhi University, Institute of Home Economics 
and Jaypee Institute of Management.  
The commencement of the fest was with street theatre having the maximum participation 
brimming with talent. Themes taken were relevant and uncommon. Team Amity portrayed the 
theme ‘multiple religious diversity’ which was vibrant and the one of the teams portrayed the 
theme ‘Child anxiety and trauma that students go through’ created a deepened impact over the 
severity of the issues. Incredible performances were delivered. Amity Noida won the Christ 

trophy for street play, Trinity Institute being the first runner up. Then the event ‘Music 
Ada’ (Group song competition) was conducted, where we experienced every type of genre from 
rock & rap to romantic. Each and every group tried to put their best efforts for winning the 
Christ trophy. The winner was Zakir Hussain’s Kolama Band from Delhi University whose 
performance was rather different and unique from other teams. Following the music event, we 
had Dance Ada (Group dance competition) which aroused everybody ‘attention with the 
breathtaking performances in addition to the Graceful & skilled depictions of the respective 
styles. Zakir Hussain College from Delhi University also won the trophy for this event and lady 
Irwin ending up being the 1st runner up. The inter - college University fest “SUNERGOS 2020” 
concluded with the prize distribution ceremony.  Christites cheerfully volunteered at every nook 
and corner to ensure fluidity and success of the event, photographers captured the happy and 
energetic faces of participants. Due to the meticulous planning and hard work, Christ (Deemed 
to be University) Delhi NCR hit a home run! 

                                      SUNERGOES 2020 
                          Ekta Maheshwari (B.A. Economics Honours)
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